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Chapter 641: Usurped Hong Yuan’s Position 

Du Kaifeng sat up straight, his eyes locked on the television. 

A reporter introduced, “According to the General Manager of Shengshi Technology, Hong Yuan, 

Shengshi Technology will move to Imperial City in a few days. As for the reason, it’s because the boss 

behind Shengshi Technology will also come to Imperial City and stay there for a long time.” 

With a bang, the wine bottle was heavily smashed onto the ground. 

Glass splashed all over the floor. 

The wine inside also spilled all over the floor. 

“Hong Yuan!” Du Kaifeng shouted Hong Yuan’s name. He squeezed each word out from between his 

teeth as he gnashed his teeth. 

Du Kaifeng was very unwilling. 

He had obviously taken down Tengfeng Technology, but he had also privately made those companies 

not accept Hong Yuan as an employee. Hong Yuan should not be able to make a comeback. 

And now, Hong Yuan was living very comfortably. 

As for himself, he had already been banned by Fang Xuelin. No company was willing to accept him. 

Even those companies that did not listen to Fang Xuelin and had taken a liking to him, after learning that 

he had just resigned from Long Yue Technology and that Fang Xuelin had sent Du Kaifeng to bribe 

Shengshi Technology’s employees, they did not dare to ask Du Kaifeng to take up a job in the company. 

There were countless cases like this. 

In the past month or so, Du Kaifeng had not been able to find a good job. 

After losing the court case last time, Fang Xuelin had to compensate Shengshi Technology with 110 

million yuan. 

He had personally come over to ask Du Kaifeng for 20 million yuan. 

Du Kaifeng was naturally unwilling to give it to him, so Fang Xuelin had his two bodyguards destroy the 

Du family. 

Du Kaifeng also knew that he couldn’t afford to offend Fang Xuelin. 

Even if Long Yue Technology went bankrupt, Fang Xuelin’s connections were still there. To deal with him 

would be as easy as stepping on an ant. 

In the end, Du Kaifeng could only give it to him obediently. 

The money that Du Kaifeng transferred from Tengfeng Technology wasn’t much. There was only around 

6 million left. 



Du Kaifeng felt that 6 million here wasn’t enough, so he could only go out and look for a job. 

After a month and a half, no company was willing to hire him. 

Du Kaifeng slowly gave up. He stayed at home and drank all day. 

At this moment, he saw Hong Yuan on TV again. 

The strong sense of unwillingness surged up. 

He did not understand why Hong Yuan’s luck was so good again and again. 

Tengfeng Technology finally collapsed. Not long after, he became the general manager of Shengshi 

Technology. 

He originally thought that Shengshi Technology was just a small company with no background, and Long 

Yue Technology could easily bankrupt Shengshi Technology. 

He did not expect that Shengshi Technology was so powerful. 

On the other hand, Long Yue Technology went bankrupt. 

Shengshi Technology… 

Du Kaifeng opened another bottle of wine, and the words ‘Shengshi Technology’ was repeated over and 

over again in his mouth. 

Suddenly, he placed the bottle heavily on the coffee table. 

A thought came to his mind. 

Hong Yuan could enter Shengshi Technology. 

Why couldn’t he? 

He had also graduated from Imperial Capital University like Hong Yuan. His ability was not higher than 

Hong Yuan’s, but it was not much worse. 

He knew that he could not be the general manager of Shengshi Technology, but he could still be the 

department manager. 

Du Kaifeng’s lips curled into a smile, very pleased with himself. 

If he were to enter Shengshi Technology, sooner or later, he would drag Hong Yuan down from the 

position of general manager and sit on it himself. 

After making up his mind,Du Kaifeng stood up shakily. His head was still very dizzy today, so he wouldn’t 

be able to go to Shengshi Technology for the time being. 

But he wasn’t in a hurry, and Shengshi Technology couldn’t escape either. 

At night, Du Kaifeng had a good sleep. 

Chapter 642: You Were Actually Kicked Out 



Early the next morning, Du Kaifeng woke up. He started to tidy himself up, shaved off the beard on his 

face, and changed into a black suit. 

He was certain that he could enter Shengshi Technology. 

After all, with Hong Yuan’s character, he was his only friend. It was impossible for him not to let him in. 
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Shengshi Technology was on the first floor of an office building. 

And Long Yue Technology was a separate building. 

Du Kaifeng came to the entrance of Shengshi Technology. The first time he saw Shengshi Technology, he 

frowned in disdain. 

It was too small. 

Even Hong Yuan’s Tengfeng Technology was bigger than this. 

However, when he thought of the explosive Three Realms game, Du Kaifeng suppressed the disdain in 

his heart. 

With Three Realms around, Shengshi Technology would not be short of money. 

When Shengshi Technology moved to Imperial City, the company would definitely be very big. 

Liu Cheng came to work in the company. 

He had met Du Kaifeng a few times, so he naturally brought Du Kaifeng over. 

He raised his eyebrows. “Manager Du, why are you free to come to our company? You’re Long Yue 

Technology’s department manager, and our company is Long Yue Technology’s sworn enemy. Does your 

chairman know that you’re here?” 

Liu Cheng? 

Du Kaifeng turned around and indeed saw Liu Cheng looking at him with a mocking expression. 

He really wanted to go up and beat Liu Cheng up. 

However, since he wanted to apply for a job at Shengshi Technology, he could only suppress this 

impulse. 

Du Kaifeng’s expression was very ugly. “Liu Cheng, it’s all because of you!” 

Liu Cheng’s interest was piqued. He asked curiously, “Because of me what?” 

Du Kaifeng gritted his teeth and said, “It’s all because you gave me the code that contained the virus. 

You also recorded the recording and video of me looking for you. If not for you, Long Yue Technology 

would not have gone bankrupt, and I wouldn’t have been kicked out of Long Yue Technology. Until now, 

I can’t even find a job.” 

Liu Cheng was very surprised. “You were actually kicked out and still can’t find a job?” 



Du Kaifeng glared at Liu Cheng. 

Liu Cheng didn’t care. He sized up Du Kaifeng. 

Then he frowned and said, “So, why did you come to our company? Do you want our company to take 

you in?” 

After thinking for a while, he said, “Our company is not a place that just anyone can enter. It shouldn’t 

be. Then, what are you here for?” 

Liu Cheng frowned. 

He was thinking about the purpose of Du Kaifeng’s visit. 

Before this, Du Kaifeng had never been to the company. This was really abnormal. 

Liu Cheng denied Du Kaifeng’s idea of applying for a job at Shengshi Technology. 

Du Kaifeng probably wouldn’t take a fancy to their company. 

Du Kaifeng’s face was alternated between green and white. It was really wonderful. 

He had made up his mind. 

When he had a foothold in Shengshi Technology, he would definitely fire Liu Cheng! 

He squeezed through his teeth, “I’m here to apply for a job in your company.” 

Hearing that, Liu Cheng’s eyes widened in disbelief. “You really want to come to our company? No, 

Manager Du, you’re a person who helped Long Yue Technology deal with Shengshi Technology. You’re 

also coming to our company. Are you sure you’re not joking with me?” 

Then, he came to a realization. “Maybe you’re not kidding me. After all, you said that you couldn’t find a 

job, so you could only come to our company.” 

Du Kaifeng waited for Liu Cheng fiercely. 

He really didn’t know whether this Liu Cheng was really stupid or he was deliberately embarrassing him. 

“I want to see your general manager, Hong Yuan,” Du Kaifeng said in a low voice. 

“Looking for our General Manager? Ah, you wait, I see if he came to work.” 

Chapter 643: Tell the Security Guards To Chase Him Away 

Liu Cheng entered the company and locked Du Kaifeng outside. 

He couldn’t wait to say to the employees in the company, “Guess who I saw outside the company?” 

The employees ignored him and buried themselves in their work. 

Liu Cheng could only say, “I saw Du Kaifeng, the one who came to bribe us last time. Do you know? He 

wants to work in our company.” 



An employee twirled the pen in his hand. “Really? Du Kaifeng still has the face to come to our company 

to work?” 

Liu Cheng nodded frantically. “He’s so shameless. We can’t stop him either.” 

“What about our General Manager? If he’s not here, we can’t chase him away without permission, 

right?” 

Liu Cheng rubbed his chin. “The General Manager said yesterday that he has something to do today and 

will come to the company later. He will arrive at around 11 o’clock. Then, we’ll let Du Kaifeng wait 

outside.” 

“Yes, if he wants to come to our company, he can wait for two hours. We won’t give him a chance.” 

Thus, Du Kaifeng stood outside the company the whole time. 

Half an hour had passed, but Hong Yuan still did not come over. 

He wanted to call him, but he was blocked. 

Du Kaifeng knocked on the company’s door, and Yu Bei came over to open it. 

Du Kaifeng’s expression was very ugly. “Where’s Hong Yuan? Get him to come out.” 

Yu Bei held a stalk of grass that came out of nowhere in his mouth. When he heard this, he took it down. 

He looked Du Kaifeng up and down with a disdainful gaze. 

He sneered and said, “Manager Du, what kind of temper is this? This is our territory, not Long Yue 

Technology’s. If I get the security to chase you away, you won’t dare to do anything to me.” 

Today, he had repeatedly met with problems at Shengshi Technology, and Du Kaifeng was holding back 

his anger. 

He did not let it out. 

He forcefully suppressed his anger. 

Du Kaifeng then said in a very good tone, “I’m here to look for your general manager. I wonder when he 

will come over?” 

Du Kaifeng wanted to enter Shengshi Technology, but he did not look for anyone else. 

Because he knew that other than Hong Yuan, they would not agree. 

Yu Bei said impatiently, “How would I know when he will come over?” 

“Then can you let me into your company?” 

Yu Bei frowned. “There are many secrets involved in the company. I don’t dare to let a person who once 

stole the information to Long Yue Technology into our company.” 

Du Kaifeng tightened his grip. 

He was enduring. 



“Wait.” 

After saying that, Yu Bei closed the door. Du Kaifeng was once again shut outside the door. 

Du Kaifeng’s face was ashen, and he really wanted to leave just like that. 

It was just a small Shengshi Technology. What was there to be proud of? 

When Du Kaifeng thought about how he had been rejected by those companies when he was looking for 

a job, he resisted the urge to leave. 

When he got the power in Shengshi Technology, he would definitely chase Liu Cheng and Yu Bei away! 

He waited for another hour and a half. 

Du Kaifeng was really getting impatient. 

Finally, Hong Yuan walked over. Du Kaifeng saw him and quickly went up to welcome him excitedly. 

“Ah Yuan.” Du Kaifeng’s tone was very respectful. 

Before Hong Yuan came, Liu Cheng had already told him that Du Kaifeng had come to look for him and 

wanted to enter Shengshi Technology. 

At this moment, he said expressionlessly, “Follow me in.” 

Hong Yuan brought him into the reception room. 

Then, without even pouring water for Hong Yuan, he left the reception room and went out to arrange 

work. 

Du Kaifeng waited for another half an hour before he finally saw Hong Yuan. 

Chapter 644: Not An Intentional Betrayal 

Hong Yuan sat on the sofa and said sarcastically, “May I know why Manager Du is suddenly looking for 

me? I remember that you haven’t looked for me for six months.” 

Du Kaifeng’s expression was stiff. 

He replied, “Ah Yuan, am I not busy with work? I really couldn’t get away.” 

Hong Yuan raised his eyebrows. “You are quite busy, busy stealing information from our company.” 

Du Kaifeng knew that Hong Yuan was blaming him for helping Long Yue Technology. 

For a moment, he didn’t know how to answer. 

Hong Yuan continued, “Du Kaifeng, I remember that you were the one who destroyed my Tengfeng 

Technology. You even said that you wouldn’t let me find any jobs in H City. Why are you this shameless 

to come to our company today?” 

Du Kaifeng didn’t expect that Hong Yuan would say this directly. 

He quickly organized his words. 



Then, a regretful expression appeared on his face. “I’m sorry, Ah Yuan. I was wrong. I’m sorry. I didn’t 

want to betray you back then. It was all Fang Xuelin’s fault.” 

Du Kaifeng was going to push everything onto Fang Xuelin. 

“Oh?” Hong Yuan raised his eyebrows with great interest. 

He really wanted to know what reason Du Kaifeng would use to justify himself. 

Du Kaifeng continued, “Ah Yuan, it was Fang Xuelin who forced me. If it weren’t for him, I would never 

have betrayed you.” 

“At that time, Fang Xuelin took a liking to the two games in your company, so he took the initiative to 

look for me and asked me to steal the games. He used my job to threaten me. You also know that my 

son was born not long ago, so I absolutely cannot lose this job.” 

Hong Yuan’s tone was very sarcastic. “At that time, not only did you take the games, you also took the 

money and bribed the employees of the company. You let some elites follow Long Yue Technology. Is 

this what you mean by stealing the games?” 

“Ah Yuan, what you said is also within the scope of Fang Xuelin’s plan,” Du Kaifeng quickly explained. 

This time, he found a reason quite quickly. 

He said, “Tengfeng Technology was developing very well, so it was inevitable that people would be 

jealous. Fang Xuelin is narrow-minded, and he often hits companies that have a slight chance of success. 

Therefore, Fang Xuelin made me transfer the funds and bring some of the company’s employees with 

me.” 

Hong Yuan drank the tea in his hand. 

After listening to Du Kaifeng’s explanation, he laughed mockingly, but Du Kaifeng did not notice it. 

“Ah Yuan, we’ve been good friends for so many years. If it weren’t for Fang Xuelin’s coercion, I would 

never have harmed you.” 

Du Kaifeng looked like a victim. 

Hong Yuan put down his teacup and said nonchalantly, “Stealing the company’s games, transferring the 

money, and also taking Shengshi Technology’s employees. When you were at Long Yue Technology, you 

even helped Long Yue Technology steal Shengshi Technology’s all-intelligent game.” 

Du Kaifeng broke out in cold sweat after hearing Hong Yuan’s words. 

He wasn’t sure what Hong Yuan was thinking. 

Hong Yuan smiled. “I know. This was all done out of desperation. Kaifeng, you’ve been my friend for 

many years. I know this very well.” 

Du Kaifeng heaved a sigh of relief. 

He nodded. “Ah Yuan, you’re my only friend. I definitely won’t betray you so easily.” 



Hong Yuan changed the topic. “So, why did you suddenly come looking for me today?” 

Du Kaifeng did not hide his purpose. “I want to come to Shengshi Technology to help you.” 

Hong Yuan raised his eyebrows. “Oh?” 

Du Kaifeng rubbed his hands. “Shengshi Technology is a small company. Of course, it can’t compare to 

Long Yue Technology. I’m not here for any benefits. I just want to make it up to you. It must be tiring for 

you to manage this company alone. I can help you share some of the work.” 

Du Kaifeng said this matter as if it was a matter of course. 

Chapter 645: Helped Him Develop His Network 

Hong Yuan’s fingertips tapped lightly on the table. 

He asked, “What position do you want to have in our company?” 

Du Kaifeng immediately answered, “I don’t expect to have the same position as you in the company. Just 

give me a position as a department head. After all, I’ve been in this department for many years and have 

more experience.” 

Du Kaifeng was thinking that if he wanted a higher position now, Hong Yuan would not give it to him. 

He could only be a department head first, and then find an opportunity to replace Hong Yuan in the 

future. 

Hong Yuan frowned. “Unfortunately, our company’s department heads are all full.” 

Du Kaifeng frowned. He did not expect Hong Yuan to answer like this. 

After thinking for a while, Du Kaifeng said, “There should be someone in your department who is not 

capable. If you fire him, won’t the position be vacant?” 

Hong Yuan did not relent. “They are all very capable. Kaifeng, to tell you the truth, their abilities are 

better than yours.” 

Du Kaifeng’s expression froze. “How is that possible?” 

Hong Yuan smiled. “I’ve seen how you lived in university back then. Although you have a graduation 

certificate from Imperial Capital University, you know very well whether your abilities are worthy of this 

graduation certificate.” 

Du Kaifeng did not take Hong Yuan’s words to heart. 

He stubbornly believed that Hong Yuan was his good friend, so he should help him. 

Du Kaifeng’s expression was a little awkward. “We’re friends, so our relationship is better than that of 

outsiders. You can find any reason to fire them, and then I’ll take over.” 

Hong Yuan picked up a cup of tea and sipped it carefully. 

There wasn’t much work to be done, so he gave out instructions. 



He still had time to chat with Du Kaifeng. 

Du Kaifeng advised, “Ah Yuan, this company isn’t yours either. You’re only sitting in the position of 

general manager. If the boss of Shengshi Technology fires you one day, you won’t be able to do 

anything.” 

Hong Yuan raised his eyebrows and looked at Du Kaifeng. “Oh? What should I do?” 

Du Kaifeng said, “You should learn to train your own people in the company, understand? When the 

time comes, even if they want to chase you out to work, they will have some misgivings.” 

Du Kaifeng sat up straight and said again, “So, I’m a very good choice. I’m your friend. If anything 

happens to you, I will definitely side with you.” 

Hong Yuan leaned on the sofa and looked at Du Kaifeng. 

He looked very interested. 

Du Kaifeng thought that Hong Yuan was listening to him. 

He was excited. 

“Ah Yuan, you don’t have to do anything. I can help you in the company, such as developing your 

connections.” 

Hong Yuan said sarcastically, “But I’m worried that if you help me develop my connections, in the end, 

the connections will be on your side.” 

Du Kaifeng immediately promised, “Ah Yuan, you’re my friend. How could I do such a thing? I, Du 

Kaifeng, swear that I will never do such a thing.” 

“But your oath worth anything in my eyes.” 

Seeing that the matter had almost developed, Hong Yuan stopped acting with Du Kaifeng. 

Du Kaifeng frowned. “Ah Yuan, you don’t believe me?” 

Hong Yuan’s eyes were filled with mockery. “Du Kaifeng, what do you have to make me believe you?” 

Hong Yuan’s sudden turn face caught Du Kaifeng off guard. 

He forgot to react for a moment. 

Hong Yuan stared at Du Kaifeng. “You said that you were threatened by Fang Xuelin? Alright, then let me 

ask you. For a job, you can destroy my company? And you even dealt with Shengshi Technology time 

and time again.” 

Chapter 646: How Thick-Skinned You Are 

Hong Yuan’s sarcastic words entered Du Kaifeng’s ears. He slowly clenched his fists. 

Hong Yuan sneered. “Let’s not talk about what you did to Tengfeng Technology. I can’t forgive you for 

what you did to Shengshi Technology.” 



Du Kaifeng’s voice trembled slightly. He defended himself and said, “Other than bribing Liu Cheng to 

steal Shengshi Technology’s game data, I didn’t do anything else, right?” 

This matter was obvious. With the recording and video, Du Kaifeng couldn’t refute it. 

Hong Yuan’s voice was very cold. “Isn’t that enough? If it wasn’t for our boss’ ability and her having long 

seen through your intentions, I’m afraid that Shengshi Technology has already closed down.” 

Hong Yuan didn’t want anything to happen to Shengshi Technology. 

Qin Sheng had given him such trust, giving Shengshi Technology to him. 

If something really happened to Shengshi Technology, Hong Yuan would not dare to face Qin Sheng. 

Du Kaifeng straightened his neck. “Isn’t it fine? Now that Long Yue Technology has closed down, if Long 

Yue Technology is fine now, they will definitely deal with you. Didn’t I indirectly help you solve a big 

problem? I even helped you develop the game. You should thank me.” 

Hong Yuan was angered by Du Kaifeng’s shameless words and laughed. 

It turned out that Du Kaifeng still felt that not only should he not be blamed, but he should also thank 

him. 

Hong Yuan did not want to waste his breath on this matter with Du Kaifeng. 

“Du Kaifeng, what you did was far more than this. You sent people to follow Shengshi Technology’s 

movements. Also, the last time when Shengshi Technology’s registering of the company was obstructed, 

it was also you who did it, right?” 

Du Kaifeng evaded his gaze. “It was Fang Xuelin who did it. It has nothing to do with me.” 

Hong Yuan sneered. “Du Kaifeng, do you really think I’m a fool? Tengfeng Technology has already closed 

down. Why would Fang Xuelin spend his time on me? Other than you, I’m afraid that no one else would 

pay such attention to me.” 

Du Kaifeng was flustered. “Hong Yuan, why don’t you believe me? We’ve been good friends for more 

than ten years!” 

Hong Yuan raised his hand and interrupted him. “Don’t. I don’t dare to have a friend like you. I don’t 

even know how I’m going to die one day.” 

Du Kaifeng’s face alternated between green and white. It was an exciting scene. 

Hong Yuan said again, “Du Kaifeng, don’t quibble anymore. You’re an ungrateful villain. I was stupid 

before, and I’ve been deceived by you all this time. After the last time when you ridiculed me before 

Tengfeng Technology, I no longer treat you as a friend.” 

“This person, after being deceived once, won’t be easily deceived a second time.” 

“As for what you said about developing my network in the company, hehe, your plan is very good. You 

are developing your network for yourself. One day, you will replace my position and also think of taking 

the company into your own hands, just like how you treated Tengfeng Technology.” 



Hong Yuan looked at Du Kaifeng. “Du Kaifeng, I can’t do such an ungrateful thing. As for our boss, she 

will never kick me away.” 

Du Kaifeng finally understood now. 

Hong Yuan had no intention of forgiving him from the beginning, nor did he think of letting him enter 

the company. 

Du Kaifeng’s expression was extremely ugly. 

He gritted his teeth and squeezed out each word. “Hong Yuan, are you kidding me?” 

Hong Yuan smiled. “Not at all. I just want to see how thick your skin is after not seeing you for so many 

months.” 

Chapter 647: Treated Him As a Big Fool 

Du Kaifeng laughed coldly. “Hong Yuan, you say that I’m thick-skinned and ungrateful. Do I have such an 

ungrateful person like you? I treat you as a brother. What about you? When have you ever treated me 

sincerely?” 

Hong Yuan raised his eyebrows. He wanted to see what kind of words Du Kaifeng could say to cover it 

up. 

At this moment, Du Kaifeng was pushing all the blame onto Hong Yuan. 

He said sarcastically, “Hong Yuan, you’ve always looked down on me. You always have to suppress me in 

everything. Whatever awards you’ve won, you have to come over and show off to me. You’ve never 

asked me to invest in your company. I don’t dare to treat friends like you sincerely.” 

Hearing this, Hong Yuan was a little surprised. He had never thought that Du Kaifeng would think of him 

this way. 

However, Hong Yuan did not give an explanation. 

He was no longer friends with Du Kaifeng. He did not care how Du Kaifeng thought of him anymore. 

Hong Yuan changed the topic. “Du Kaifeng, you came to Shengshi Technology because you have 

nowhere else to go, right?” 

Du Kaifeng was very proud of his reputation. 

At this moment, Hong Yuan had hit the nail on the head. His expression changed and he denied, “With 

my ability and experience, I’m not very popular wherever I go. Don’t force your thoughts on me.” 

“Is that so?” Hong Yuan raised his eyebrows. 

He glanced at Du Kaifeng and mercilessly exposed him. “During this period of time, I’ve been sending 

people to follow you. I know all about your recent movements.” 

Du Kaifeng’s hands tightened. 



Hong Yuan raised his eyebrows. “Du Kaifeng, none of the companies you applied for hired you. Because 

of that, you stayed at your home and drank wine for a few days.” 

Du Kaifeng suddenly stood up from the sofa. 

His expression was extremely ugly. 

“Hong Yuan, we’re friends after all. Why humiliate me like this?” 

Du Kaifeng looked around. This conference room was not as big as Long Yue Technology. 

Wasn’t it just the general manager of a small company? What was there to be proud of? 

He sneered. “Hong Yuan, there’s no need for you to flaunt your power in front of me. Let me tell you, 

you won’t continue to be so proud. One day, I’ll step on you again.” 

The smile on Hong Yuan’s face did not change. “Do as you wish.” 

“Hehe, Hong Yuan, I, Du Kaifeng, will never be able to stand you.” 

After saying this, Du Kaifeng had already walked out of Shengshi Technology. 

He was holding back a breath in his heart. 

He really could not understand that Hong Yuan would actually talk to him like this one day and not 

acknowledge him as a friend. 

As expected, seeing that he was down and out, he didn’t care about him anymore. 

Hong Yuan was indeed a powerful guy. 

—— 

Not long after Du Kaifeng left, Hong Yuan didn’t stay in the conference room any longer. He walked out 

of the conference room, and Yu Bei and Liu Cheng, who were waiting at the side, walked up. 

The gossip in their eyes was very obvious. 

“General Manager, what did Du Kaifeng say to you?” 

Hong Yuan smiled and very patiently told them what had just happened. 

After hearing that, Liu Cheng and Yu Bei were both shocked. 

Yu Bei said in surprise, “F*ck, this Du Kaifeng is too thick-skinned. He can even say such words? General 

Manager, he won’t treat you as a fool, right?” 

Liu Cheng nodded in agreement. “He does indeed treat the General Manager as a big fool.” 

Yu Bei rubbed his chin and thought. “I wonder what the General Manager did to make Du Kaifeng have 

such an illusion?” 

Liu Cheng: “The General Manager must have been too good to Du Kaifeng in the past, making him feel 

that the General Manager is easy to fool.” 



Chapter 648: He’s Teasing Me 

After hearing that, Hong Yuan’s face turned black. 

He said faintly, “Why aren’t you going to work? Aren’t you guys too free?” 

Liu Cheng and Yu Bei shook their heads together. “No, we’re very busy. We’ll go to work first.” 

Don’t look at Hong Yuan who was usually easy to talk to. 

Actually, he was very strict. If they did anything wrong, Hong Yuan would use a lot of work to oppress 

them. 

Now that Hong Yuan said so, they did not dare to stay any longer. 

Hong Yuan returned to his office. 

He heaved a heavy sigh of relief. 

The stone that had been weighing on his heart for a long time had also fallen. 
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Thinking about it, Du Kaifeng would not have an easy time in the future. He had finally taken revenge. 

And this was all thanks to Qin Sheng’s help. 

— 

The last time Ye Yutong returned to H City, she did not have the chance to see Fu Hanchuan for a whole 

week. 

She had something to do at school again. 

Ye Yutong also went back. 

Imperial Capital University also released news that the top scorer of the college entrance examination, 

Qin Sheng, would go to Imperial Capital University to study medicine. 

Fu Shihan learned about this news. 

Fu Shihan applied to Capital Film and Television University. 

With Fu Shihan’s results, she naturally would not be able to get into Capital Film and Television 

University. It was only because the Fu family donated a large sum of money to Capital Film and 

Television University that Fu Shihan got this opportunity. 

Even though Qin Sheng had a perfect score in the college entrance examination, and she was the top 

scorer in the national college entrance examination,Fu Shihan still looked down on Qin Sheng. 

She thought that Qin Sheng was far less powerful than Ye Yutong, and that Ye Yutong was more suitable 

to be her sister-in-law. 

Fu Shihan had a strong hostility toward Qin Sheng the moment she saw her. She felt that Qin Sheng had 

stolen Fu Hanchuan away. 



For this reason, she had often badmouthed Qin Sheng in front of Old Master Fu. 

Old Master Fu trusted Fu Shihan very much. He was already very displeased with Qin Sheng. Now, he 

loathed Qin Sheng even more. 

He had made up his mind that he would break up her and Fu Hanchuan one day. 

However, Fu Hanchuan had warned him and he did not dare to do anything to Fu Hanchuan. 

Now, Old Master Fu only hoped that Ye Yutong could charm Fu Hanchuan. 

Old Master Fu sat on the sofa in the living room. He closed his eyes and massaged the space between his 

eyebrows. He felt a headache coming on. 

Fu Hongyi walked in with a nervous expression. “Dad.” 

Old Master Fu glanced at him. When he saw Fu Hongyi’s expression, he was disappointed that he did 

not live up to his expectations. 

How could a useless person like Fu Hongyi appear in the Fu family!? 

He was not capable. 

He was only causing trouble for him. 

In the entire Fu family, Fu Hanchuan was the most capable. Unfortunately, Fu Hanchuan was a rebellious 

person. He didn’t listen to him and wasn’t willing to help the company through the difficult times. 

Old Master Fu had a headache. 

He was already old and didn’t have the energy to deal with the matters of the company. 

It wasn’t that he hadn’t thought of asking Fu Mingxu for help, but Fu Mingxu was too filial. He was 

worried that Fu Mingxu would be instigated by Zhou Sihui to take over the company. 

Fu Hongyi walked up to Old Master Fu. 

He lowered his head. 

Old Master Fu frowned. “Didn’t you go to talk about a partnership? Why are you back so soon?” 

As he thought of something, Old Master Fu’s face suddenly darkened. “You didn’t succeed?” 

“Yes.” Fu Hongyi nodded. 

Old Master Fu stared at Fu Hongyi, his face frighteningly dark. “Didn’t I already have a deal with him? It’s 

just a contract. How can you mess up something as simple as this?” 

“Dad, it’s not my problem. He’s just teasing me. That person didn’t think about signing the contract,” Fu 

Hongyi retorted. 

Old Master Fu frowned. “What’s going on?” 

This time, Fu Hongyi didn’t exaggerate and told the truth. 



Chapter 649: Returned To the Fu Family 

“When he called me over, he merely humiliated me and mocked us. Oh right, he also said that we 

offended HD Group. He said that he would be stupid to cooperate with us.” 

Old Master Fu’s brows were tightly knitted together. 

This person undoubtedly wanted to humiliate their Fu Corporation on purpose. 

And this was all because of Fu Hanchuan. 

Fu Hong said indignantly, “Dad, I told you that Fu Hanchuan didn’t put us in his eyes. It’s fine if he didn’t 

help us, but he even went around and tried to stop other companies from cooperating with us.” 

Old Master Fu rubbed the space between his eyebrows with a headache and said, “I’ll call him back.” 

Fu Hanchuan and Qin Sheng had just gone out. 

On the way back to Fu Garden, Old Master Fu called. 

Fu Hanchuan frowned and answered the call. 

“What’s the matter?” Fu Hanchuan’s voice was cold. 

Old Master Fu was unhappy with Fu Hanchuan’s attitude, but he didn’t flare up because he had 

something to ask Fu Hanchuan. 

“Hanchuan, you’ve not been home for four to five months. Do you want to come back?” 

Fu Hanchuan narrowed his eyes. 

He raised his hand to look at his watch and replied, “Okay.” 

Old Master Fu didn’t expect Fu Hanchuan to agree so readily. 

He was stunned, then said excitedly, “Yes, be back soon.” 

After hanging up the phone,Fu Hongyi frowned and said, “Dad, why did you call him back?” 

Old Master Fu glanced at him, his eyes full of disdain. 

How did he give birth to such a son? 

He didn’t have a brain at all, and he was a complete mess in business. 

He said in a deep voice, “With Fu Hanchuan’s help, do we still need to lose our cooperation?” 

Fu Hongyi didn’t understand. “With Fu Hanchuan’s character, he won’t help us.” 

“You have to work hard. Otherwise, do you want to watch that project be shelved like this?” Old Master 

Fu’s tone was very unpleasant. 

He frowned and looked at Fu Hongyi. “Sometimes, you have to learn to admit defeat. No matter what 

method you use, as long as you can achieve your goal, it’s fine.” 



Fu Hongyi didn’t say anything on the surface. 

But in his heart, he was muttering to himself. With Fu Hanchuan’s character, even if he admitted defeat, 

he wouldn’t help them. 

However, on the surface, he didn’t dare to contradict Old Master Fu. 

Old Master Fu walked into the kitchen and ordered, “Make a few more dishes today. Hurry up. 

Hanchuan will be back.” 

“Yes,” the servant replied. 

Fu Hanchuan and Qin Sheng headed straight for the Fu family home. They arrived in less than half an 

hour. 

Fu Hongyi never gave Fu Hanchuan a good look. 

He frowned when he saw Qin Sheng standing beside Fu Hanchuan. 

Fu Hanchuan was charmed by this woman and didn’t even like Ye Yutong? 

Old Master Fu glared at Fu Hongyi and warned him not to provoke Fu Hanchuan. 

Only then did he say, “Hanchuan, you’re back? If you’re back, come over for dinner. I’ve already asked 

the maid to prepare dinner for you.” 

Old Master Fu ignored Qin Sheng the entire time. 

To Old Master Fu, he had already given face to Qin Sheng by not ridiculing Qin Sheng. 

Fu Hanchuan rejected him. “Sheng Sheng and I have already eaten.” 

After saying that, he pulled Qin Sheng’s hand and sat down on the sofa. 

Old Master Fu’s expression turned ugly when he saw the intimate actions of the two of them. 

He said in a deep voice, “Hanchuan, it’s not appropriate for you to act so intimately in front of your 

elders when you return to the Fu family, right?” 

Fu Hanchuan stood up and said to Qin Sheng in a low voice, “Sheng Sheng, let’s go.” 

“Okay.” Qin Sheng nodded. 

The two of them walked to the door. 

Chapter 650: Help Him Negotiate the Project 

Old Master Fu was anxious. “Wait, you just came back. Why are you leaving?” 

Fu Hanchuan sneered. “You don’t welcome us. Naturally, we have no reason to stay.” 

Old Master Fu was angry, but he was worried that Fu Hanchuan would really leave. 

He could only swallow his anger. 



He said nicely, “Hanchuan, I was wrong. I’m old and it’s hard for me to understand you young people. 

Don’t leave yet. I have something to tell you.” 

Fu Hanchuan agreed to come back today because he wanted to see what Old Master Fu would look for 

him for. 

He also wanted to give them a warning. 

Fu Hanchuan would accompany Qin Sheng to the capital, so he rarely thought about the Fu family. 

It was inevitable that the Fu family would do something evil. 

Therefore, some troubles could be avoided if they could. 

They sat back on the sofa. 

Old Master Fu didn’t like Qin Sheng from the inside out, but he knew that Fu Hanchuan cared a lot about 

Qin Sheng. 

He would not do anything to Qin Sheng for the time being. 

Old Master Fu did not speak for a long time. 

Fu Hanchuan frowned. “I still have something to do.” 

Fu Hongyi’s expression was very ugly. “Hanchuan, I told you to come home, but you don’t have time. I 

think you’re wasting your time on this vixen.” 

He pointed at Qin Sheng. 

Fu Hanchuan was expressionless, but a storm had already gathered in his eyes. 

Old Master Fu glared at Fu Hongyi. “Shut up!” 

“Dad, I’m Fu Hanchuan’s father. I have the right to teach him a lesson.” Fu Hongyi straightened his neck. 

Old Master Fu’s face was dark. He was angered by Fu Hongyi’s words. Normally, when he said this, Old 

Master Fu wouldn’t pay much attention to him. However, was this the time to say these words? 

He berated, “Fu Hongyi, if you dare to say that again, get out of the Fu family!” 

Fu Hongyi’s body trembled. He did not dare to speak anymore and could only swallow the anger in his 

stomach. 

Qin Sheng shook Fu Hanchuan’s hand. 

Her eyes were filled with worry. 

This was also the first time she saw how Fu Hanchuan’s father treated Fu Hanchuan 

His actions were no less than Qin Hai’s. 

Fu Hanchuan noticed Qin Sheng’s odd behavior and comforted her, “Sheng Sheng, don’t worry. I’m 

fine.” 



“Okay.” 

Qin Sheng responded softly, but the worry in her eyes did not fade. 

Old Master Fu could not stand the way Qin Sheng and Fu Hanchuan were exchanging glances. 

He got down to business and asked, “Hanchuan, how’s your work at HD Group?” 

Fu Hanchuan simply replied with two words, “It’s fine.” 

Old Master Fu frowned and looked worried. “Right now, the Fu Corporation is in a great crisis. The 

project in our hands, the Fu family, can’t take that kind of risk, and we don’t have enough capital and 

technology. It has been shelved, and the other projects haven’t been developed yet. Right now, the Fu 

Corporation is in a difficult situation.” 

Fu Hanchuan narrowed his eyes. “What do you need me to do?” 

Seeing Fu Hanchuan ask, Old Master Fu became spirited. 

He straightened his back and told him his purpose. “Hanchuan, I know you are busy, so I won’t ask you 

to return to the company.” 

Old Master Fu looked like he was thinking of Fu Hanchuan. 

Then he said, “Help me negotiate this project and get the cooperation with other companies. Of course, 

HD Group is the best choice. If you feel that it is difficult, then go back and look for other companies.” 

Fu Hanchuan didn’t say anything. 

Old Master Fu tried to persuade him again, “If this continues, no company will be willing to cooperate 

with us on this project. Then, Fu Corporation will be unable to move forward and will be severely injured 

in a short time.” 


